Stop me if you’ve heard this one: A linguist and a librarian go up the mountain and meet a bunch of honey badgers. They come back down as new-age dragon slayers determined to change peoples’ lives through a non-movement movement.

What do you mean, you don’t get it?

We are talking about BSILI, of course. This is the story about how Christina and Paula, the 2012 team from Los Medanos College, travelled all the way to beautiful Lake Arrowhead and had a transformative experience working with colleagues from around the state to identify and analyze problems and issues their campuses face. Armed with the appreciative inquiry model and the guiding framework of the Habits of Mind Community of Practice, they returned to campus with a vision for change.

[pullquote align="left"]We don’t want to start a movement. [/pullquote]

What is a positive, contextualized approach to strengthening student success and uniting the campus community at Los Medanos College? Christina and Paula believe that student success happens both inside and outside of the classroom, and that it is imperative to be mindful of and recognize the amazing work that so many of their LMC colleagues are already doing. The duo also recognize that this good work has led to a certain amount of siloing and fatigue, and that different initiatives and programs have had varying levels of effectiveness and success. Their vision for moving forward was not to become a next generation of audacious, bold, singular leaders of a new movement, but to be a quiet, guiding, background force helping isolated efforts to gather
strength, find coherence, and gain momentum.

Using the principle of *each one bring one*, Christina and Paula began their non-movement by extending personalized invitations to powerful LMC faculty, administrator, and classified educators. Using the first stage of the appreciative inquiry model as a guide, they gathered this discovery group together as a kind of think tank to unpack the activities and strategies that characterize their high impact work. The group was also introduced to *Habits of Mind* and identified others on campus who are promoting the 16 *Habits of Mind* in what they do. This first event ended with each participant choosing one or two tools from a collective tool kit that they might use as inspiration and/or integration in their work.

At the second event, which corresponded to the appreciative inquiry dream stage, a few of these individuals shared how they had used their tools to, for example, help students reflect on their learning, cheer students on to their future goals, diffuse potentially confrontational situations, delve more deeply into the needs of the college, selflessly help when a need was observed, and recognize the hard work of one’s colleagues. The former and new participants at the dream event (which included students) got personal tools this time – magnifying glasses to encourage continued discovery and kaleidoscopes to help them see things differently. Additionally, Christina made buttons with a variety of quotations about the role of dreams and dreaming as a means of combating a dragon-ish response to an invitation to this second event: “I'm too busy to dream. I have real work to do.” Thus equipped, the dreamers set about to add to the *Habits of Mind* lists of good work being done on the LMC campus. They then collectively rated the *Habits of Mind* they viewed as having the greatest potential across campus to prepare students to succeed. And finally, groups focused on one of these *winners*—painted at right—and determined what exactly a single area, program, department, initiative, or person on campus is doing to promote that *HoM*, and what it would look like if we all did it...

That dreaming/envisioning has set the stage for the third event, which focused on designing and developing the dream. Once again, a set of invitations to participate was created based on the suggestions received from previous event participants. And once again, Paula and Christina created an appreciative, collaborative, meaningful, and as much FUN experience for participants. It is a challenge, but the interest shown and encouragement received so far makes it easier. Also, the collegial interaction and engagement and the potential effect on the success of LMC students make it priceless.
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Upcoming Events

LINKS 9 Beyond the Classroom: Strengthening Ties between Classroom Teaching and Academic Support Services
March 22 @ 8:30 am - 2:00 pm

Habits of Mind Workshop
March 28 @ 10:30 am - 1:30 pm

Habits of Mind Workshop – Mission College (NorCal)
April 25 @ 9:00 am - 2:00 pm

The End of Wonder in the Age of Whatever – Dr. Michael Wesch
April 25 @ 9:00 am - 11:00 am

OCLN Sharing Student Success
May 9 @ 9:00 am - 11:00 am
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- California Acceleration Project

  CAP Co-Founder Myra Snell Finalist for National Award

  Myra Snell, Co-Founder of the California Acceleration Project, is one of four finalists for the national "Faculty Innovation" award from the American Association of Community Colleges. The nomination recognizes Snell's pioneering work in developing Path2Stats, an alternate math pathway for students who will take Statistics to fulfill their college math requirements (those not in math-intensive [...]]
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- Apply to the Community of Practice in Acceleration!

  An Extended Professional Development Program for Faculty Teaching in Accelerated English and Statistics Pathways. California community colleges are leading a national movement to replace long, remedial sequences in reading, writing, and mathematics with redesigned accelerated pathways. As illustrated the recent LearningWorks brief, "Toward a Vision of Accelerated Curriculum and Pedagogy: High-Challenge, High Support Classrooms for [...]"
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- California Community Colleges Reading Apprenticeship

  Equity and Excellence through Reading Apprenticeship

  The American Association of Colleges and Universities recently singled out Reading Apprenticeship at Pasadena City College as an example of "inclusive excellence." Why should you have to be economically privileged to experience a real First Year Experience and be properly introduced and invited to college? At PCC we have demonstrated that all students--regardless of their [...]"
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- West Los Angeles College: We've Got RA!

  By Nancy Sander The West Los Angeles Reading Apprenticeship Faculty Inquiry Group started one and a half years ago. The students can tell the RA story best. Siddiga Garushi is an ESL student from Sudan who began to use Reading Apprenticeship two levels below English 101. Her ESL course at that time was paired with [...]"
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